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COVID...
Go fly a kite!
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South Grenville Star
of the Week is...
From a nomination:
We would like to
nominate two boys
and their sister for
the stars of the week.
Twin boys Blake and
Fraser Byrd and sister
Gracyn went all along
Frederick Street in
Johnstown and picked
up all the trash in the
ditches on the whole
road and the street
looks amazing! What a great display of community
pride. we live on the Highway 2 end and they beat us
to the task on our yard. We’re very grateful to our fellow
Frederick street residents. Mom and Dad are Theresa
and Jeff Byrd of Frederick Street!
See page 3 for photo
If you would like to nominate someone for Star of
the Week, email kate@evansprinting.ca or fill out the
nomination form at www.southgrenvillejournal.ca

Today’s Star of the Week brought to you by:

PRESCOTT F A M I L Y C H I R O P R A C T I C

Laser, Shockwave and Physiotherapy

Five-year-old D. J. Anderson found a way to fill his extended March break on Sunday. He, along with his Mom and Dad,
took advantage of the empty Spencerville fairgrounds to try out his new kite.
JOURNAL PHOTO/BURCHELL

114 King St. W., Prescott

613-925-3436

Latest announcements from province are focus in EC
BY VERONICA BURCHELL
SPENCERVILLE - Two
new
recommendations
from Doug Ford’s government were read at the April
2 meeting of Edwardsburgh
Cardinal Township council.
Mayor Pat Sayeau read
from the March 30 edict
which extends the Order
of the Declaration of Emergency which included the
closure of non-essential
workplaces and the restrictions on social gatherings.
It also contains a new order to close all outdoor
recreation amenities such
as sports fields and playgrounds.
Due to this new dec-

laration, council discussed
what was already closed
in Edwardsburgh Cardinal and what had been
deemed open up until that
day.
“We have three campgrounds in this township
which we have not looked
at until now,” said Sayeau.
“Grenville Park on Highway
two, Wild Wood on County
Road 44, and the KOA at
Pittston.”
He went on to say he had
already been in touch with
Grenville Park’s owners
and they had originally
expected to start opening
procedures in mid-April
as usual. But they have set
that date aside in favour of

a later date - which is now
further extended by the
province’s decision.
Sayeau said they are
concerned about “snowbirds” returning and heading directly to the campground. Also, the water
services need to be up and
running for two full weeks
before anyone can camp
there, as per health regulations. So instead of getting
things operational for mid
month, they had expected
to start getting ready at the
end of April, making their
possible open date in midMay.
Sayeau said this new ruling may extend that opening even further into 2020

and ask that staff keep this
park and the two others informed.
In other council business, a letter was received
from the Solicitor General,
alerting them to another
measure now added to the
Emergency Management
and Civil Protection Act.
As of March 27, the provincial government signed
a designation under the
Provincial Offences Act to
give other personnel the
ability to act to enforce EMCPA orders.
This would include all
municipal
enforcement
officers such as by-law enforcement personnel of
any municipality, or local

NEVER MOW
O YOUR
OU
U LAWN AGAIN
G
Let us show you how you can have a perfectly
maintained lawn without liftingg a ﬁnger
BOOK NOW FOR SPRING INSTALLATION

2700 EDWARD STREET, PRESCOTT
925-2222
crossingsroadandtrail.com

board of any municipality
whose responsibilities include enforcement of a bylaw or act.
The document went on
to say that a municipality
can make their own decision whether to invest this
power in its by-law enforcement staff.
“This doesn’t particularly affect us as it would in
bigger areas,” said Sayeau.
“I have spoken with the
OPP and they say they are
assessing each infraction
(of the state of emergency
and the rule of physical
distancing) on a case-bycase basis. They are using
these infractions as a way
to educate, not simply as a

chance to charge people.”
“I would prefer to leave
it in their hands for now.”
Councillor
Stephen
Dillabough offered the
opinion this new measure
would “take some of the
heat” off the OPP,” and the
Mayor replied it would be
a big change for their own
by-law enforcement officer,
reminding council it would
mean a large increase in the
hours of the job and that he
would then be considered
“on call”.
Sayeau finished the discussion saying “of course
by our next meeting that
could all change completely. We will revisit it at that
time.”
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HW Supplies serving community for 25 years
By Conan de Vries
IROQUOIS - For busy
local farmers and contractors, it’s much more
convenient to drive to
Iroquois for that crucial little part for their
vital piece of machinery than it is to travel all
over the country looking for it.
HW Supplies in Iroquois was born out of
a family machinery repair business that was
always in need of one
part or another. That
meant a lot of trips into
Ottawa or elsewhere to
find the right hose or

fitting.
“We realized we had
to go all over to get
parts,” says Henry van
Dodewaard, co-owner
with his wife, Brenda, of
HW Supplies.
Eventually van Dodewaard began stocking
some common parts at
the repair shop, and out
of that emerged a new
business that made it
much more convenient
for area farmers and
contractors to repair
the big machines that
their businesses rely on.
That was 25 years
ago, and since then HW
Supplies has been fur-

nishing its loyal customers with the parts
and supplies they need
to keep their machines
up and running. The
6,700 square foot facility at 4720 Carman Road
houses both a wellstocked parts store and
a repair shop, which is
kept busy working on
hydraulic cylinders.
In addition to its
two owners, the business also has one other
trusted employee to
help make sure customers get what they need
when they need it. The
store features a large
inventory of high-pres-

sure hydraulic hoses,
bolts and fittings and
also carries oil and a
variety of welding supplies.
“We do a little bit
of everything,” says
Henry. “You have to
these days.”
One of the big parts
of the business is making custom high-pressure, hydraulic hoses,
and HW Supplies can
make up pretty well any
kind, shape and size of
hose a customer is likely to need, and it can be
done on demand.
“The
customer
doesn’t have to go to the

hours, it’s not unusual
for Henry or Brenda to
make a special trip into
the store.
“We’ll open the doors
and go and make that
hose,” he says.
There is no shortage of work at HW Supplies. The store and repair shop are both quite
busy, and Henry is planning to put even more
focus on the store in
the future and on making sure he has all the
hoses, fittings, bolts, oil
and supplies that his
customers depend on
to keep their machines
rolling.

dealer to get that hose,”
he says. “We can make
that hose up at a better
rate.”
Henry has been repairing machines of all
shapes and sizes since
he was 16 years old, so
he knows what farmers
and construction contractors need and that
sometimes they need
it quickly. HW Supplies
specializes in farm machinery and excavators,
and providing their
loyal customers the
best service they can is
very important to the
owners. If a customer
needs something after

Ontario takes steps to keep food on the table during COVID-19
New online portal connects employers with workers looking to make a difference
From the Ministry of
Agriculture, Food
and Rural Affairs
TORONTO - In order to ensure grocery
store shelves remain
full and families have
food on the table during the COVID-19 outbreak, the Government
of Ontario is launching
a new web portal, connecting workers with
employers looking to
fill positions in the
agri-food sector. This
new online tool will
make it easier to match
people to essential jobs
and training resources

throughout the provincial food supply chain.
“Right now, there
are important jobs that
need to be filled across
the food supply chain
and we are looking for
individuals who embody the Ontario spirit
to step up and provide
an essential service,”
said Ernie Hardeman,
Minister of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs.
“From farm to fork, it’s
these dedicated heroes
in the agri-food sector who are working
through this difficult
period each and every

day to keep food on
our kitchen tables.”
Ontario’s
agriculture and food industry
relies on hundreds of
thousands of people
to work in diverse jobs
from farming and food
processing to transport and food retail,
and the need for workers in many other parts
of the food system remains strong. Ontario.
ca/AgFoodJobs
provides access to information on job oppor-

tunities and training
resources in all parts of
Ontario’s food supply
chain - from grocery
retailers to bakeries
and cheese processing
plants to opportunities
on farms.
“Working
in
the
agri-food sector is a
great way to contribute to your community
and join the thousands
of hard-working men
and women helping to
feed the province during this unprecedented

time,” said Minister
Hardeman. “Our food
supply chain is one
of the strongest in the
world and our government wants to thank all

of the people who work
everyday to ensure individuals and families
can access healthy and
nutritious
Ontarioproduced foods.”

H W SUPPLIES
HYDRAULICS • WELDING
• FASTENERS • STEEL

Selling all trailer parts to
build or repair a trailer

Grades
5 & 8 SAE,
Metric, L9
& fine
thread bolts

If you ate today,
Thank a farmer

.ClearyFeedandSeed.ca

Air liquide gases

TEL: 613.652.4055
FAX: 613.652.2981

Custom built
hydraulic hoses
4720 Carman Road
Iroquois, ON K0G 1K0

Authorized dealer for Ideal Roofing Co. Ltd
& Wakefield Bridge Steel Shingles!

Loader/Excavator Buckets - Clam Buckets Brush Cutters - Couplers - Crushers -Extensions
- Excavator Grapples - Rakes -Rippers - Shears Thumbs - Grapples - Forks - Plows - Hydraulics Machine Shop -Repairs – and more
5087 County Road 1 Iroquois

(613) 652-4025 - Fax: (613) 652-1575
E-mail: info@dsmanufacturing.ca
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March property taxes on interest-free hold in EC

By Veronica Burchell
SPENCERVILLE - At
Thursday’s special meeting of Edwardsburgh
Cardinal
municipal
council it was decided
to extend the interim tax
due date to May 31.
Treasurer
Melanie
Stubbs reported see-

ing no striking fluctuations from last year at
this time in the amount
of taxes already paid by
March 31. That is the
usual deadline for the
spring round of payments.
She said some large
businesses haven’t paid

yet because they are
experiencing
difficulties due to the ongoing
COVID-19 outbreak. She
did say all of them have
been in touch with the
township office to make
arrangements.
Some residents are
behind as well, but may

be out of work or sick at
this time, she told council.
Bylaw 2020-11 was
amended to include
the new date of May 31,
but later in the meeting
the question was raised
about arrears.
Council
debated

whether someone, either
a business or individual,
already in arrears, would
receive the interest-free
option on the whole bill
or just the March installment. In other words, if
someone came in and
paid up their outstanding amount between to-

day and May 31, would
the interest be forgiven
on what was “last year’s”
portion of the bill?
Council’s answer to
that was ‘no’. There will
still be interest on outstanding tax debt but
not on the current portion.

Volunteer efforts bring mobile hot meals to Prescott
By Veronica Burchell
prescott - Thanks
to a unique community
partnership, residents of
this town who are struggling to buy groceries will
soon be able to enjoy a free
hot meal delivered to their
home.
The South Grenville
Food Bank, King’s Kitchen,
Windmill Brewery, Meals
On Wheels and the Royal
Canadian Legion are banding together to help seniors and others on fixed
incomes. The idea of these
hot meals on wheels was
the brainstorm of Bonnie Pidgeon, South Grenville Food Bank Executive

Director. She wondered
what was happening to the
people who used to attend
the meal at King’s Kitchen.
That community venture helped provide a hot
meal and socialization
once a week at little or no
cost to people on lower
incomes. It was recently
closed down due to the ban
on large group gatherings.
It is usually held at South
Grenville District High
School every Wednesday
night and often served 200
or more meals.
This new initiative is a
COVID-era partnership of
services and abilities. Pidgeon is calling it a “mobile

pop-up kitchen” and has
cleared every phase with
the proper health and municipal authorities. The
food will be cooked by Sean
Lucey of Windmill Brewery; trucked to the Legion’s
kitchen by volunteers;
warmed and packaged into
hot-food takeout containers and sent back out with
volunteer drivers.
The meal is free, but the
food bank will gladly accept
goodwill offerings to help
this program carry on as
long as needed. Right now
they are aiming to put this
service into play one night
a week and volunteers are
well aware of the huge re-

sponse they could get.
“We know there’s going
to be a definite need for
this,” says Karen Cutts, a
food bank volunteer who is
spearheading this project
for Pidgeon. “Many of our
clients also went to King’s
Kitchen, and are struggling
to make ends meet. Especially now.”
The executive committee of Prescott Legion
Branch 97 on Henry Street
held an emergency meeting March 6 and voted
independently to close
before provincial rulings
about “necessary services”
came out. President Eric
Place says their rationale

was to keep the public and especially the veterans
of the area - safe.
“Since then our kitchen has been completely
cleaned and sanitized. This
community partnership is
great for the Prescott community, while being socially responsible at the same
time,” says Place.
Although this is a big
project, all phases should
fit together seamlessly. The
food bank will supply the
materials, and Lucey at the
brewery is used to dealing
with cooking for crowds.
The food bank is directly
across the street from the
Legion and only four vol-

unteers will be in the large
Legion kitchen when the
cooked food arrives. Only
a select handful of drivers
will do the deliveries.
If you were a client of
King’s Kitchen or the Food
Bank, self referrals can be
made by calling 613-9250909. Leave a message and
someone will check back to
confirm addresses.
Right now Pidgeon expects to be up and running
for tonight - April 8 - between five and seven p.m.
People receiving the meals
are asked to stay indoors
and the driver will ring or
knock. No direct contact is
required.

Mayor Sayeau announces details
of newest provincial social relief
By Veronica Burchell
SPENCERVILLE - At
the April 2 special meeting of Edwardsburgh Cardinal Township, Mayor Pat
Sayeau released the details
of a new addition to provincial relief funding.
An announcement of
$200 million in provincial
funding was released late
in March, with an updated
version sent out just the day
before the township’s special meeting. The mayor received the updated version
dated April 1 in his role as
Warden at last week’s meeting of the United Counties
of Leeds and Grenville.
The $200 million will
now include two streams of
delivery:
The first $148 million
will be allotted to providing
social service managers to
support municipalities in
their responses to COVID
-19. The remaining $52
million will be directed toward individuals in financial crisis with no access to
supports, and those currently on social assistance
requiring additional servi-

ces.
The amount of that
funding earmarked for
Leeds and Grenville is $1.5
million.
“This will allow additional funding to support individuals and families who are the most
vulnerable,” said Sayeau.
He asked council to think
of those people in the
township who would most
benefit from this and to
spread the word. He has
already talked to people
at the two food banks in
the area about this recent
round of funding.
The province’s written
announcement states “this
is a decisive action to help
the most vulnerable in our
communities,
including
people who are homeless or at risk of becoming homeless, low-income
households, social assistance recipients, people
without jobs, and households who depend on
housing supports to maintain stable housing.”
Service managers may
deliver this money under

four broad service categories: emergency shelter
solutions; housing related
supports; services and supports, and homelessness
prevention.
More broadly, this fund
could help with rent banks
and emergency energy
funds, food banks, community outreach to seniors
in self-isolation and transportation costs for low-income individuals to get to
and from medical appointments.
“Due to the nature of the
current public health crisis
and the need to support a
wide range of individuals
and families, service managers are encouraged to
employ a broad interpretation,” says Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Steve Clark. Calling
this “flexible funding”, he
is asking service managers
to work closely with their
partners in different sectors to determine how best
to apply these funds.
“The ministry expects
service managers will support municipalities and so-

cial service providers such
as shelters, food banks,
emergency services, charities and non-profits to
continue to deliver critical
services,” says Clark,
Mayor Sayeau agrees
with the direction this
funding is taking and adds
that he hopes social service managers will continue to reach out in both
support and education, to
help their clients stay safe
and healthy.If you were a
client of King’s Kitchen or
the Food Bank, self referrals can be made by calling 613-925-0909. Leave a
message and someone will
check back to confirm addresses.
Right now Pidgeon expects to be up and running
for tonight - April 8 - between five and seven p.m.
People receiving the meals
are asked to stay indoors
and the driver will ring or
knock. No direct contact is
required.

South Grenville Star of the Week
Gracyn Byrd, Fraser Byrd and Blake Byrd are this week’s
South Grenville Stars. See our cover for more details
about their efforts in the community.
JOURNAL photo/FRASER
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Are you struggling a bit
with our isolation? I’m a
strong believer in making and creating as therapy. It keeps my mind and
hands busy doing something positive and useful.
Many of our members are
already well-equipped for
this, because we regularly
meet here to share our arts
and crafts, but we are missing the social engagement
while our doors are closed.
I want to support you
in your creative endeavors, so please continue to
reach out to me and tell me
what I can do to help. As we
begin our Zoom meet-ups
this week, I’ll be collecting
ideas from you for online

SOUTH GRENVILLE JOURNAL

Join me for a virtual Easter tea
WALKER HOUSE
E

NEWS
Susan Vallom

workshops using supplies
that you most likely have
at home. First, let’s talk
about DIY face masks. At
the end of last week, the
CDC and Canadian Health
officials began to recommend that we wear cloth
face coverings in public
settings where other social
distancing measures are
difficult to maintain such
as grocery stores and pharmacies. I am also aware of
some volunteer agencies

that are helping our seniors who would appreciate
donations of cloth masks
if you are able to help out.
I have experimented with
my very basic sewing skills
and materials I have on
hand and I’ve been able
to make a couple that are
comfortable and functional and I’ll share what I’ve
learned.
As of right now I have
Zoom meet-ups scheduled
for four of our groups this
week and I can set one up
any time for you, just email
me at walkerhouse@prescott.ca. I am also happy
to talk you through how
to download Zoom or Facebook to your computer;

just call me at 613-9255300. I would like to invite
all of you to join me on
Thursday afternoon at 3:00
pm. before Easter weekend to share some tea and
sympathy. I will email the
Zoom link out to the news
group and plan to break
out some good cookies and
the fancy china while I visit
with you.
I did finally hear from
Mirvish and all performances of “Hamilton” in Toronto have been cancelled
for now, so sadly we will
not be going in May. They
have allowed us to keep
our block of tickets and
will give us first priority to
re-book if they are able to

secure a return engagement. We have the funds
to do it, so that is my plan.
Anyone who would like a
refund from Walker House
just needs to get in touch,
otherwise I will assume
you are fine to wait for
more news of their future
dates.
Stay well; make time to
get out into the sunshine
every day (wave up at my

office if you drive down
here to walk along the
river) and in the immortal
words of Monty Python,
remember to “Always Look
on the Bright Side of Life”
We have so much to be
thankful for in our town;
beautiful space to walk in
safely and helpful, caring
neighbours so its not hard
to find the bright spots if
you look.

Outbreak declared in Van Horne and Willowdale
Retirement Residences in Smiths Falls
SMITHS FALLS - Outbreak declared in Van
Horne and Willowdale
Retirement Residences in
Smiths Falls
The Health Unit is working with both Van Horne
and Willowdale Retirement
Residences in Smiths Falls
to manage a COVID-19
outbreak. One staff member has tested positive for
the COVID-19 virus. Infection control measures
under the Long-Term Care
Home Act have been put
in place to manage the
outbreak and are being
monitored by the Health
Unit. The staff member is
home under self-isolation
and staff at both sites been
instructed to report any
symptoms to public health

immediately.
“The safety and security
of our staff and residents
in these sites are a primary
concern for us as is minimizing the risk of transmission,” says Sharon Ranalli,
Vice President of Marketing and Communications
for Chartwell Retirement
Residences. “We remain
vigilant in our efforts to
manage this outbreak and
thank our staff, residents
and family members for
their compliance and support of our efforts. We continue to follow heightened
COVID-19 infection control
and screening protocols
and all recommendations
of the Chief Medical Officer
of Health and Leeds, Grenville and Lanark Health

Unit.”
“The number of outbreaks in the last week in
long-term care homes and
retirement homes in the
area serves as a reminder
that we all need to follow
the recommended actions to decrease the risk
of spread of COVID-19 in
the community;” says Dr.
Paula Stewart, Medical
Officer of Health, “this includes staying at home as
much as possible keeping a
distance of 2m or 6ft away
from other people.”
The best way to get reliable information about
COVID-19 is by visiting www.healthunit.org.
Please call the Health Unit
if you have any questions
at 1-800-660-5853 exten-

sion 2499 from 8:30am
to 4:30pm every day. You
can also get important
public health updates
by connecting with LGLHealthUnit on Facebook
and Twitter.
If you have respiratory
symptoms or have been in
close contact with someone who does, self-isolate
at home and then use Ontario’s Self-Assessment Tool
for their recommendations. If you need further
assistance, call TeleHealth
Ontario at 1-866-797-0000
or your health care provider.
Visit Ontario’s website,
www.Ontario.ca/coronavirus to learn more about
how the province continues to protect Ontarians

Santa Claus (aka Kevin Hutt) made his appearance in Prescott last week, spreading cheer during these times of sadness and uncertainty.
JOURNAL PHOTO/FRASER

What’s on in South Grenville

ANNOUNCEMENT
Due to the global
COVID-19 pandemic
all events in South Grenville
have been suspended-stay
tuned for updates
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Local cider producer losing his livelihood due to pandemic
By Veronica Burchell
SPENCERVILLE - A
previously-thriving local
business may go under
if an archaic law isn’t
changed soon.
The ‘Five-Acre Rule’
prohibits Pete Rainville
from retailing his alcoholic apple cider from his
home, even though he is
a licensed supplier who
buys his raw product from
Ontario orchards. His Flying Canoe Hard Cider is
sold throughout Ontario.
It is made with offsite ingredients, but because of
closures he now has to retail it from home and the
rule won’t let him.
He has been lobbying
for a change to this rule
for the last three years,
but with recent business changes due to the
COVID crisis, he finds
himself with a huge stockpile ready to go and only a
few outlets able to accept
it. And because of layoffs
within his company, he is
doing it all himself - mak-

ing it, canning it, sanitizing it and delivering it.
“We’ve just seen how
quickly the government
can change a law,” said
Rainville on Monday from
his Spencerville home,
referring to the changes
to Regulation 719 which
means as of last week restaurants can now deliver
alcoholic beverages with
takeout orders. “If they
can change that virtually
overnight why can’t someone make it possible for
me to do what I need to
do to save my business?”
There isn’t a lot of information on the books
about the rule/bylaw
which is holding him
back. But it is definitely
there. It may have originated close to 100 years
ago during Prohibition. It
basically states that unless you have five acres
on which to grow your
product - you can’t sell it
from your home. It was
thought at the time it
would protect Ontario orchards from being put out

of business by everyone
selling cider ‘out the back
door’ of their home.
He argues that it simply does not apply in today’s market. He deals exclusively with one Ontario
grower, thereby helping
that orchard survive just
as the rule intends.
Rainville himself is facing hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost
revenue, which will also
affect the orchard owner.
Bar closures and cancellations of large public
events in Ottawa will have
a huge effect on his bottom line.
It’s a catch-22, not just
for him but for the Ontario government as well:
for every can of cider the
LCBO sells at $3.45 each,
48 percent of that goes
back to government. It
leaves him 52 percent
(roughly $1.79 per can) to
run a business, pay employees and support his
family. And of that $1.79,
another 20 percent is
what he pays out in busi-

ness taxes.
“I can’t say often
enough that it’s not about
profit. If the government
lets me sell my product
then 48 per cent of every
dollar goes back to them
to pay for life-saving
masks and respirators
right now. But I can’t help
them if they don’t help
me.”
At 52, Rainville has
been working since he
was a teenager and finds
himself applying for unemployment insurance
for the first time in his life.
But he is not alone any
longer - a Facebook post
about his plight caught
the eye of many and
started a groundswell
movement of letters and
pleas to the Alcohol and
Gaming Commission on
his behalf.
On Monday he wrote
to both Doug Ford and
the president of AGCO
but has yet to hear back.
Leeds and Grenville MPP
Steve Clark was in touch
20 minutes after seeing

Breaking out the bird feeder
My parents got me a
little wooden bird feeder
for Christmas a couple
of years ago. I played
around with it a bit last
year, hanging it on the
back porch, and then on
a tree in the backyard.
Neither spot was quite
right; the porch had too
much movement with
us going in and out of
the house regularly; the
birds would get scared
off. The tree in the backyard was better, but still
a little too busy with the
dog and all the chickens and ducks roaming
around underneath of
it.
I found my feeder
again this spring, and

My

generation
Kirsha
Hutchcroft

decided that since I had
some extra time on my
hands, it was time to
give it a facelift. I took it
inside, washed it up and
prepared it for paint. It
got a coat of white on
the body, and of course,
teal on the roof. I let it
dry for a couple days
while I decided where I
wanted to put it.
The winning spot was
a tree in our front yard,
closer to the road and

further away from where
all the business happens
around our place. It’s in
a perfect spot for me to
see from the front deck,
and even through the
window standing in the
kitchen. Plus, you can
see it from the road on
either side and I think
it dresses up the yard a
little bit. It seemed like
the perfect spot to me,
but I wouldn’t know
until I knew the birds
had found it.
The next day, while
doing some yard work,
I spotted the first bird
to find the feeder.
I’m pretty sure it was
a Chickadee, and he
wasn’t alone.

Social distancing is
hard, staying away from
your friends and family
for so long, but fixing
up that bird feeder and
bringing it back to life
made me see something
I didn’t before. This is
a chance for us to become our best selves;
maybe you’ve wanted to
learn another language,
maybe it’s time to cross
some books off your
reading list, or maybe
you finally have enough
time to learn that instrument. With just a
little bit of effort, we
could all use this extra
time we have to improve
ourselves and come out
better on the other side.

Shop Local
However, not every licensed or registered broker or salesperson
is a REALTOR®. To be a REALTOR®, the agent must be a
member of The Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA). And
to be a member of CREA, an agent is expected to be:

• Committed to the REALTOR® Code:
The code is the accepted standard of conduct for all real estate
practitioners who are REALTORS®. It’s your guarantee of
professional conduct and the quality service. Read more about
the REALTOR® Code.
• Knowledgeable about developments in real estate:
A REALTOR® can get you the information needed to make an
informed decision: comparable prices, neighborhood trends,
housing market conditions and more.
•Actively updating education: Through courses, workshops and
other professional development, a REALTOR® maintains a high
level of current knowledge about real estate.
• Access: REALTORS® have access to Board MLS® Systems,
which facilitate the cooperate sale of properties to benefit consumers.

original MacIntosh Orchards in Dundela.
That’s where they had
already been purchasing
their apples for the cider.
It seemed a coincidence
too big to turn their
backs on, and the village
has welcomed the family
wholeheartedly. Pete is a
volunteer firefighter and
they try to give seven
percent of their profit to
local charities. Their two
sons attend school locally and the entire family
has made many friends.
Pete Rainville doesn’t
know what the next step
is other than to wait and
see if the rule can be revisited or set aside. Even
with local and provincial
politicians on the bandwagon he has no idea
how long that could take.
He understands these
are busy times with other
priorities, but feels that
Ontario small businesses
shouldn’t fall through the
cracks.
“It’s a waiting game
now,” he says.

NOTICE
All trash bags must be
firmly tied shut.
Recycling content must be placed
to the curb in a bin. No bags.
www.prescott.ca/garbage
operations@prescott.ca
613-925-2812 ext. 6219

TOWNSHIP OF
EDWARDSBURGH CARDINAL

Committee of the Whole
– Admin & Finance
Monday, April 13, 1:00 p.m.
Port Management Committee
Wednesday, April 15, 1:30 p.m.

ASK A REALTOR
The REALTOR® Difference

the story on Facebook.
Edwardsburgh Cardinal
Mayor Pat Sayeau and
Deputy Mayor Tory Deschamps are also contacting officials to see
what can be done.
“I’m very thankful to
have this kind of support
- I’ve been fighting on
my own for three years,”
he says. “We moved to
Spencerville from Barrhaven because we both
grew up in small towns
and knew how wonderful
they are.”
The apple cider connection played a big role
in bringing this family to
Spencerville. They had
looked at other houses
South Grenville, but his
wife Melissa noticed
the large stone house
across the road was for
sale while sitting in Little Sisterz having a coffee with the owner. Only
after making an offer did
they find out it was the
house built by the greatgrandson of John MacIntosh, who founded the

FAMILY LAW
CIVIL LITIGATION
WILLS & ESTATES
613 713 3371

info@pburgerlaw.com

216B PRESCOTT ST PO BOX 423
KEMPTVILLE, ON K0G 1J0

pburgerlaw.com

From time to time, the Mayor meets with advisors and
consultants for the municipality. Members of Council are
always welcome to attend these meetings and occasionally
quorum may be present. The public will be notified that the
meetings are planned and any information received will be
reported at regular Council meetings
All meetings are open to the public and are held at the
Township Office in Spencerville unless otherwise noted.
Please check the municipal website for the most current

list of upcoming meetings www.TWPEC.ca

Easy Recycling Tips
All loose cardboard must be bundled
and all cardboard must be no bigger
than 26” X 30”

Township Office – 613 658-3055, Recreation Director 613-349-9491, Public Works-613-657-4606,
Environmental Services- 613-657-3765
www.TWPEC.ca

Visit us at southgrenvillejournal.ca
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editor’s notebook

Just how primal
are we anyway?
Amid all this COVID-19 confusion and constriction, there
are so many different avenues that we can find to complain
about.
As creatures that need to replenish our biological fuel tanks
(aka stomachs) on a daily basis, one would think that the reduction in ability to go out to dine and the restrictions on grocery shopping would rank high on the list. Yet, we seem to be
adapting to those particular changes quite well. I have heard
more praise for the restaurants that have switched to take-out
and increased delivery options than I have complaints about
any closing their dining rooms.
And then we have entertainment. Humans seem to have
a great need for things like movies, music, documentary and
drama. There also, few complaints. The local music scene has
adapted amazingly well, with a raft of players posting performance after performance on social media. They are awesome. I’m guessing that the good folks at places like Netflix
and Crave aren’t complaining much, as the world sits at home
catching up on old series (not to mention finding out as much
as they can regarding the awkward relationship between Joe
Exotic and Carole Baskin…).
We have even converted to a work-from-home society with
a degree of ease that many of us may have never seemed
probable. As I write this, from the comfort of my recliner, I am
communicating with multiple co-workers via the wonder of
the World Wide Web and the power of telecommunications.
Amazingly, or not, the loudest complains I have heard
about the restrictions on society in the last week have been
focused on the province-wide burn ban.
From my son, my family, a couple neighbours, right down
to my buddy who was doing some backhoe work in the yard
on the weekend…all them are feeling the loss of their freedom to burn. Truth be told, I have my own sizable pile of scrap
lumber being accumulated from our barn renovation project
that would have normally been turned to ash in our backyard
burn pit by this stage of the game. Not to mention the abundance of twigs and branches lying around the yard…just waiting to be raked and roasted on an open fire.
What I wonder, as I stare out into the void of my COVIDcontrolled life onto another Monday, is if this lust to acquire
fire has always been here?
Is this urge to burn something a trait that I never noticed
because I was busy doing all that stuff we used to do before
the pandemic? Or perhaps it is something brought on by the
current state of affairs; a primal piece of our genetic makeup
that has been suppressed until our survival instincts set in?
Are we going back to our cave-man roots to combat the
stress…or are we becoming barbaric because of the stress?
That is the burning question.
joe
www.joemartelle.com

Hope springs eternal

Spring is here. Technically, it’s been here overgrown, a testament to years of elbow
for awhile, but we are really feeling its ef- grease and love by my late Nanny, who spent
fects now; the sun is shinso many springs and suming and the grass is turning a
mers outside in her gardens.
fresh and lively green. Birds
Looking at the garden, I alPublisher’s ways
are singing, wild animals
feel a mix of emotions.
Pen Guilt, happiness, sadness,
are out and about, and the
world seems full of hope and
excitement, nostalgia.
Kate
promise.
I do love to garden, but
Martelle
Seems a rather crazy thing
flowers have always been
to say or way to feel durmy calling. I spend countless
ing this time in the world,
hours in the warmer months
doesn’t it? Don’t get me
mulching and feeding and
wrong – I understand the weight of what is pruning. There’s nothing on earth that can
happening. As a high risk individual who is compare to the feeling of going to sleep acworking strictly from home and only get- complished and tired after a day in the garting out to go for drives here and there – I den. Still, the vegetable garden sits untended.
get it. But you know what? The birds are still
I’ve decided that amid all of this horror, I
singing.
can still plant some hope and let it grow. I’ll
When the world has flipped upside- start with one vegetable this year. I haven’t
down, even the most optimistic of us (a decided which it will be, but I will be getting
club I don’t hold a membership card for) are supplies (online or curbside of course) this
struggling to find hope, or even a workable week.
routine.
Whether it be gardening, yard cleanup
Perhaps spring is a silver lining in this and projects, indoor cleaning and reorganizstorm. A bit of sunshine and dirt can make a ation, going for walks, or just sitting outside,
world of difference on our mental state and let spring remind you that hope is always
well-being.
there, sometimes we just have to plant the
I’ve been toying with the idea of plant- seeds.
See you soon South Grenville,
ing a vegetable garden for a couple of years
Kate
now. The garden itself already exists, if a bit
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Before moving to Canada, my favourite with our three dogs.
season was definitely summer. In England, we
The enforced isolation is a situation that is
enjoy those three glorious days every year.
out of my control, so I’m determined to find
It’s a cliché that England gets a lot of rain – the positive aspects of it, I think that’s all any
and it’s true!
of us can do.
We don’t plan BBQs, we look at the sky in
What’s important right now is that this panthe morning. If weather permits, everyone demic doesn’t lead to an epidemic of mental
runs to the store for burgers, buns,
health problems. It’s a huge lifeetc.
style change for everyone and it’s
It’s also true that pretty much
THAT very easy for anxiety and depresthe entire population carries an
BRITISH GUY sion to insidiously worm their way
umbrella in the trunk of their car
into our lives.
all year round.
There is an excellent speech by
MIKE
Since moving to Canada howa US Admiral extolling the virtue
EVANS
ever, I think that spring has beof making your bed as soon as you
come my favourite season.
get up. You can find it on Youtube
I don’t know if it’s the relief that the Game – it’s well worth a few minutes of your time.
of Thrones-esque winter is finally over, or that The essential message is this – it’s an easy win.
the typical Canadian lifestyle gravitates more Your day has just started but you already have
towards outdoor activities, but it certainly is an achievement in the bag. It helps set you up
an uplifting time of year.
for a mentally successful day.
Hopefully the current situation will be over
Don’t be silent. Help is there if you need it.
in time for family and friends to be invited Enjoy the moments that you can and know
to BBQs and days in the pool. But if it isn’t, I you’re not alone.
know that Kate and I will enjoy our summer
Stay safe and stay well everyone.

Letters to the Editor welcome – email: joe@evansprinting.ca or fax: 613-925-3472
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Another week under COVID-19’s new normal

Stay home.
Yes, I’m getting bored
with this lede, too. But there
still is very little else of real
importance to say as we
move into the fourth week
of life under COVID-19. And
this is one lede I sure don’t
want to bury.
So, as you can all repeat
along with me now: Stay
home whenever possible.
Flatten the curve. Stop the
spread. Practice social/
physical distancing. Wash
your hands thoroughly and
frequently. We’re all in this
together. Look out for your
family, friends, and neighbours, as right now we are
all literally our brothers’
keepers.
That said, some things
have changed. The stakes
have been ratcheted up
across Canada in recent
days with the coronavirus
slipping into more and more
long-term care residences.
We now have outbreaks in
at least four of these facili-

ties in Leeds, Grenville, and
Lanark, which is a frightening development as they
house those most vulnerable to the respiratory assault of COVID-19.
Remember this with
everything that you do.
Think of yourself as a link
in the chain securing retirement homes like Wellington and Mayfield. Follow
every possible precaution.
Because even if COVID-19
may mean little more than
cold and flu symptoms to
you as an individual, you
could easily spread the virus
to someone who could lose
their life to it.
With that said, the vast
majority of Prescott residents are doing their very
best here. Most have been
obeying the new rules closing all outdoor recreational

facilities in the province
and staying away from
play structures, not gathering in the parks, and so on.
We really have been #FortTownStrong, especially this
past weekend when most
residents stuck close to
home despite the allure of a
sunny Saturday.
Town parks were (and
are) still open for their
walking trails, as well. The
majority of people utilized
them for exactly this activity last weekend, going for
strolls and bike rides with
those that they lived with,
and practicing social distancing whenever encountering others who had ventured out.
Still, we are seeing some
resistance. The caution tape
and signage was pulled
down at Sarah Spencer Park
early on Saturday morning.
Huge thanks to the local
residents who alerted me of
this, to our Operations staff
who responded as soon as

I alerted them and quickly
replaced everything, and to
the OPP who immediately
investigated at my request
and located the culprit.
Our boat launch at Centennial Park was also a
problem area. Boat launches all over Ontario have
been closed as part of the
order shutting down outdoor recreational facilities.
So please obey this law and
do not attempt to take your
boat out right now, no matter how appealing the notion of a day on the St. Lawrence River may seem.
And I continue to field
concerns about services at
one of our longest-standing
Prescott churches. I won’t
name the church in question here, but these activities are being addressed
and will not be tolerated going forward.
I understand that people
want the comfort of their
faith, especially at times like
these and heading into the

Easter holiday. But public
gatherings of any sort are a
major vector of COVID-19
spread. Don’t risk exposure.
Also, these sorts of violations are not just good practice now. They are against
the law. Both the OPP and
town bylaw are out on a
daily basis patrolling parks
and public areas. Only
warnings have been issued
so far, but we will be moving
to fines in the immediate
future, depending on how
people cooperate.
None of this is easy. I
can’t believe that in just
about a month, we’ve gone
from the Canada that we all
love to banning public assembly and shutting down
churches at Easter. But
these are very necessary actions to stop the spread of a
deadly contagion, prevent
our health care system from
being overrun, and save
lives.
As I said last week, everyone needs to pay heed to

the heartbreaking tragedy
of what is taking place at the
Pinecrest Nursing Home in
Bobcaygeon. There are now
27 dead, nearly half of the
total number of residents in
the facility. Some two dozen
staff members are ill with
the virus.
Look at Bobcaygeon as
a microcosm of what could
happen on a larger scale in
Prescott and indeed in every
community in Canada. Just
don’t forget to also look at
what you can do to prevent
this sort of catastrophe from
taking place at home. We all
have a role to play here. Be
sure that you play yours.
Finally, we have another
big test coming up this
weekend with Easter. The
temptation will be there
to have family gatherings
and get out in the sun with
friends. But we need to forget about Easter 2020. Instead, let’s do what we can
to ensure that we are all
here to observe Easter 2021.

Declaration of Municipal Emergency: understanding the process
Over the past two
weeks, folks have been
hearing a number of reports from various municipalities which have
declared a municipal
emergency as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Each municipality has its
own reasons for declaring, and up to this point
in time the Township of
Edwardsburgh Cardinal
has not declared a state of
municipal emergency for
reasons I will explain after
a short review of the overriding provincial legislation which mandates the
process.
The Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act is an act of
the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario that grants the
Premier of Ontario and
the Executive Council (the
cabinet) of Ontario the
authority to declare a state
of Provincial Emergency.
It was enacted on 30 June
2006 and mandates a process under which municipalities may also declare a

municipal emergency.
Following the devastating ice storms of 1998
and the completion of the
Government of Ontario’s
Y2K preparedness and
remediation
programs,
Emergency Measures Ontario, as the organization
was then called, began an
in-depth study of emergency management in the
province. Direct comparisons were drawn between
emergency programs in
Ontario and those of similar jurisdictions in Canada
and the United States.
A report, including recommendations to address
Ontario’s shortcomings,
was completed just before
September 11, 2001. The
report was amended to
include some of the lessons learned related to the
catastrophic events of that
day. The report was pre-

sented to senior Ontario
government officials in
October 2001.
As a result of this report, the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act was developed
and enacted to ensure the
safety of Ontario residents.
The implementation of
the Act, and its associated
standards by municipalities and government ministries, was to ensure that
Ontario’s comprehensive
emergency management
programs are, at a minimum, equivalent to those
of other large provincial
and state jurisdictions in
North America.
The primary reason
for an emergency management program is to
improve public safety
through a coordinated
and pre-identified process
for responding to critical situations. A realistic
emergency management
program will assist in protecting lives, infrastructure, and property, protect
the environment, pro-

mote economic stability,
and help ensure the continuance of critical assets
and government.
The Emergency
Management and Civil
Protection Act (R.S.O.
1990) replaced the Emergency Plans Act. Whereas
the previous act gave municipalities the authority
to create emergency plans
on an elective basis, the
new act requires each municipality to develop, implement, and maintain an
emergency management
program. The Township
of Edwardsburgh Cardinal
updated and revised its
Emergency Management
Plan in September 2019.
Under these plans,
council appoints a Community Emergency Management
Coordinator
(CEMC….Mr. Dave Grant)
who is responsible for the
development and implementation of the plan
and chairs the Municipal
Emergency Control Group
meetings which are convened and meet regularly

during an emergency to
review the local situation
while focusing on the primary reasons for the legislation as outlined above.
Under the same legislation, the Premier and cabinet declared a Provincial
Emergency on March 17 in
response to the COVID-19
pandemic. The provincial
declaration provides the
cabinet with broad powers to issue orders, and
to-date 13 emergency
orders have been issued
and are available at the
Ontario E-laws website at
the following link: https://
www.ontario.ca/laws/
statute/90e09 or through
the Ontario Warnings
page at: https://www.ontario.ca/page/emergencyinformation.
The TWP-EC Municipal
Control Group has met
twice (1:00 p.m. last two
Fridays) and will continue
to meet weekly to determine if the township is
able to continue providing basic services with
the financial and human

resources presently available without requesting
assistance from the Province.
After assessing all reports and full discussion,
the mayor has the responsibility for the declaration
of an emergency if it is
determined that the township has depleted its own
resources (for example, a
large number of volunteer
firefighters sick or unable
to respond to calls), or if
it is necessary to activate
special provincial funding
programs (none available
for this situation). There
is an extensive checklist
to be consulted prior to
making the decision of
whether or not to declare
a municipal emergency.
The situation continues
to develop, but as of this
time the Township of Edwardsburgh Cardinal does
not require any assistance,
is operating within the
scope of its own resources,
and gains no additional
power or financing by declaring an emergency.

The battle against COVID-19 grinds on!
The
battle
against
COVID-19 grinds on, with
increasing pressure on
everyone to stay home to
avoid giving this virus an
opportunity to spread and
potentially take another
life.
According to medical
experts who Premier Ford
assembled last Friday, April
3, to tell Ontarians how
bad COVID-19 is,the voluntary isolation of citizens
has spared many lives and
indicates the strategy of
self-isolation is helping to
make progress against this
pandemic.
Current messaging of
the provincial government
and our local health unit
turned more insistent that
everyone needs to limit
their trips out of the home

to obtaining needed essential goods like food and
pharmacies, unless you
have been designated as an
essential worker.
Last evening, I heard
a medical expert on television say that COVID-19 is
so infectious that your next
trip away from home could
literally put your health and
life at risk. I urge everyone
to take this to heart and
consider, “is this trip really
essential and really necessary?” To help its residents
in this regard, Augusta
Township will be setting up
a new Augusta Township

COVID 19 hotline. Residents are encouraged to
call 613-348-3455 X 222 to
obtain assistance regarding
services in our community,
including grocery delivery,
senior assistance, mental
health etc.
The Township is also
posting current government and agency notices
and advisories regarding
COVID-19 on its website
and Facebook page for easy
access. Rest assured, we’ll
get out of this pandemic
with everyone’s determination and cooperation.
Below, is the Media release following last Friday’s
MECG meeting.
Augusta Township’s Municipal Emergency Control Group (MECG) held its
regular meeting on Friday,

April 3. The release is as follows:
MAYNARD- The Township of Augusta held another meeting of the Municipal Emergency Control
Group on Friday morning
to review our COVID-19 action plan.
The Township of Augusta reminds residents that
all public amenities and
facilities are closed to the
general public until further
notice.
The Waste Transfer Sites
remain open, with a limit
of 6-vehicles at a time.
We are asking residents to
limit trips to the transfer
stations to once per week,
to sort recyclables prior to
attending, continue to observe a 2metre (6feet) space
and restrict the number of

people attending. To keep
in practise with physical
distancing, staff will no
longer support individuals
with unloading items from
customers’ vehicles.
“I want to thank the residents of Augusta Township
for cooperating with measures put in place for protecting everyone from the
spread of COVID 19. The
Municipal Emergency Control Group (MECG) established to deal with emergencies in the Township is
working effectively to deal
with the COVID-19 pandemic and the potential for
flooding this spring along
the St. Lawrence River.”
said Mayor Doug Malanka.
“I would like to remind residents to strengthen your
efforts for protecting every-

one against the spread of
COVID 19 by limiting travel
outside of your residence
to what is truly essential.
Consider alternatives for
obtaining essential services and stay in contact with
your friends and neighbours via telephone or social media to ensure they
remain safe and healthy.”
Stop the spread. COVID
19 can be deadly. The time
to act is NOW. Everyone but
essential workers need to
stay home. Only go out if
necessary, to pick up groceries, prescriptions or go
to a medical appointment.
Ignoring self-isolation or
physical distancing advice
can have devasting effects
and endanger lives. Protect
yourself and others. Stay
home.
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The bright side of the new normal
If there is a lesson that
I learned in 2019, it’s to
always see the glass half
full. Everyone will, at some
point, experience these
epiphanies that will challenge them to look into
themselves more deeply.
Maybe it will come from an
experience you have had,
or from meeting someone
who influenced you in a
certain way. Maybe it will
come from losing a loved
one. In my case, it came
from a health scare.
My character had always been defined by a
sharp, sarcastic and irreverent wit, and for a
love of sports. Would I still
be sarcastic and irreverent after hitting the reset
button and adjusting to a
glass-half-full mindset?
Absolutely!
I bring this up because,
like you, I don’t know what
the new normal will be
when we are on the other
side of this mess. Covid-19
is looking like it will be
what we call a black swan.
This will someday be behind us, but it is a pandemic that will change our
lives forever.
Although it seems like
a desperate reach, there
are some good things

FROM THE OTHER

SIDE
Jeffrey Morris

that have come from the
COVID-19 outbreak.
There are the obvious
things. I think our new
obsession with washing
our hands is healthy. The
Diva has always been a
big hand washer and she
was always on me about
it. I never really took it seriously. I look back and am
disgusted with myself that
I took hand-washing that
lightly. And long ago, when
we actually had hockey,
I would always see guys
coming into the men’s
room half hammered, go
for a pee, and look to see
if anyone was looking before washing their hands.
When they would see
someone else in the men’s
room, they would give this
look like they were busted
and they would run their
hands on the tap for a
few seconds and pretend
to wash them. Way back
then, like as far back as
February of this year, that
was the norm. Now even
those guys wash their
hands. For me, every time

I come home from being
out, I wish I could fill the
hot tub with Purrell and
just soak in it, and then
use sandpaper as a towel
to dry off.
The most important
way that COVID-19 has
been positive in our lives
has been a rediscovery of
family time. We all like to
complain about the millennial generation. We
say they are disrespectful, complacent, lazy, undisciplined, have no work
ethic, and are socially
inept. Of course, these are
broad and exaggerated
stereotypes, but we have
all seen these traits among
today’s youth. And people
said those things about us
when we were youths as
well.
But the one thing that
COVID-19 has done is
force us all to be a part
of our families again. We
can complain about millennials being lazy, but is
that a result of our generation too lazy to be parents?
Now, families have been
forced to do things like
have family board game
nights and card game
nights. Kids are discovering things like Crazy 8’s
and Scrabble and Clue.

COVID calamity, cash and
conditions make you crazy
In week three of the
COVID calamity, I set a
new rule in my house overlooking Prescott Harbour:
the radio in the kitchen
permanently tuned to CBC
to get the latest depressing numbers of confirmed
cases and deaths was to
hence forth be tuned to
music, and not dirge ditties, high-powered dance
tunes if you care to take a
few spins around the click
floor.
Amid the doom and
gloom, I suddenly realized there was no music
in the house. No wonder a
pall had dropped over the
place. When I switched the
station, my mood immediately began to lighten and
my toes began a-tappin’.
Whoever wants the
latest death toll can check
the CTV or CBC all-news
channels on the TV in the
living room. I do that from
time to time, getting increasingly frustrated by
sky-is-falling reporting and
official updating. I know it
sounds like this old house
is full of people. That’s not
the case. Residing here are
myself and daughter Victoria back from Vancouver, where she was based
as a flight attendant with
regional carrier Jazz.
She was about to relocate to Toronto, her new
base, when the COVID
crash came, killing the airline industry, at least temporarily. She’s on a threemonth layoff whereupon a
review will determine the

A
NEW
VIEW
By Tom
Van Dusen

next move. For now she’s
grounded, allowing her to
direct her daddy’s life like
a flight attendant disciplining an unruly passenger.
When there‘s no mom
in the house, most daughters tend to take charge,
because they believe Dad
is totally helpless to the
point of incompetence.
Under COVID conditions,
she has the extra responsibility of ordering Dad to
wash his hands every 15
minutes, to apply King’s
Lock Hand Sanitizer at
regular intervals, and to
maintain the prescribed
distance should he be so
bold as to head out for a
walk along the river with
regulars such as Councillor Lee McConnell. For the

record, we’re not strolling
in town parks closed due
to the Pesky Pandemic but
on Parks Canada property
which remains open.
Upon her arrival three
weeks ago, Victoria assumed control, moving
most of my furniture out of
an upstairs bedroom and
filling it with case after case
of her belongings, much of
it shipped from Vancouver; luckily, her employee
benefits allow her to pile
unlimited trunks on the
airplane free of charge. On
the plus side, she’s keeping the fridge well stocked
and she sorted out the garage, even if it was to create
more space for her stuff.
All of that food on
hand has prevented us
so far from ordering out,
something I was mightily
tempted to do when I saw
a Bobby’s Restaurant ad on
Facebook for Sunday roast
turkey dinner to go. We’ll
try to plan it a little better
for next Sunday Bob!

Family movie nights with
popcorn are becoming
a thing again. Dad’s are
doing things like teaching their kids to ride their
bikes while the streets and
sidewalks are empty. Kids
are learning to throw and
catch a ball in the back
yard. They are actually doing physical things that
don’t require an app.
The best part about the
rediscovery of family time
has been the valuable time
at the dinner table. Today’s
family units rarely eat dinner together. Kids have
hockey and soccer. Often
one parent is going to one
game or practice with one
kid, and the other parent
has the other kid and another event. For families
with more than two kids,
there is some serious juggling going on every night.
Add in homework and
jobs, and there is no time
left for a simple meal at
the table together.
When I think of my dad,
I think almost every great
conversation we had was
at the dinner table. It’s the
same with great talks my
own kids. Replacing that
valuable time with trips

in a minivan or an SUV
just isn’t the same. Kids
will have headphones on
listening to Post Malone
or Billie Eilish or whatever
they listen to today, or they
will be on their devices in
the car. Or maybe they will
be asleep in the car.
We don’t know when
soccer and hockey and
little league baseball and
youth football and basketball will start again. We
don’t know when Cubs
and Girl Guides and gymnastics and dance and
band practices and piano
and guitar lessons start
again either. Until then, it’s
up to all of us to make the
most of the time we have
together. Hopefully, when

Dr. Gauri Shankar

the everyday activities resume, we will hold on to
some of that newfound
family time.
So until then, I am
just going to enjoy the
new normal. I am staying
home and will probably
grind Tiger King on Netflix because everyone is
talking about it. Maybe I
will make my first Tik Tok
video. But I doubt it.
And at least Toronto
Maple Leaf won’t have to
come up with any excuses
this year for the Leafs not
winning the Stanley Cup.
So be safe, stay the blazes home, and embrace the
good things about whatever the new normal will
be.

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

Now accepting new patients

Laser Therapy Treatments and Shockwave Therapy Treatments
114 King St. W., Prescott

613-925-3436
STIHLCanada

www.stihl.ca

MS 291 Gas Chain Saw

Dealers may sell for less. Pricing on all
chain saws, power tools and accessories
will remain in effect until November 30,
2019. Illustrations and descriptions are as
accurate as known at the time of publication
and are subject to change without notice.
STIHL Limited is not responsible for a
printing error, the local STIHL Dealer has
the ﬁnal authority to set product pricing.
Pricing valid at participating dealers
only.*Weight with powerhead only.

$499.

95

%($&+
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(just behind Burger King)
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C A N A D A’ S B E S T- S E L L I N G *
AUTOMOTIVE BRAND

I 11 YEARS IN A ROW
EXPLORER

F-150

ESCAPE

FIND OUT MORE AT FINDYOURFORD.CA.

WHEELS
Benefits of undercoating
One of the biggest
benefits of undercoating is that the ingredients
used in the undercoating
mixture are designed for
heat resistance and are
sturdy enough to stand
up against rust, corrosion,
and damage from pebbles,
road salt, and other debris
on the road. Some of the
ingredients
commonly
found in undercoating include ceramics, silicone,
fiberglass, and rubber.

Given the fact that
many vehicle owners live
in areas that experience
seasonal changes, it’s no
wonder that more and
more auto dealerships are
advertising the benefits of
undercoating. Corrosion,
rust, dents, and other
damage can result in costly repairs later down the
road, so why not protect
your wallet and vehicle by
adding a protective layer
of undercoating under

your vehicle? Need more
convincing? Another significant benefit of undercoating your vehicle is
that it acts like a sound
dampener and makes
your vehicle quieter while
driving.
Fortunately, undercoating technology has come
a long way over the years,
so you don’t necessarily have to seek out costly
undercoating
services
at your local mechanic.

NOW OPEN !!

Instead, there are many
undercoating techniques
you can do from the comfort of your own garage at
home. A few of the techniques include:
Undercoating method:
with the undercoating
method, all you have to do

is purchase the necessary
substance and spray it all
over any exposed parts beneath your vehicle. Once
the mixture solidifies, it
forms a protective barrier.
Drip oil spray: as one
of the most common and
well-liked methods, drip

oil spray is easy to apply.
Once applied to the undercarriage of your vehicle,
drip oil spray continues to
drip as it dries, which can
take up to 48 hours. Once
solidified, it forms a protective barrier against rust
and other damage.

Oil Change

Steve Sands
Shop Manager

Lorilee Sands
Office Manager

Call or send a Facebook Message
to schedule your appointment today!
facebook.com/StevesGarageCardinal

with
Multi-Point
Vehicle
health
insPection*

$89.95

*includes brake
inspection & tire rotation

stevesgarage2020@gmail.com

3085 COUNTY RD 22 CARDINAL ON

613.657.1515

101 Development Drive

(Just north of the 401 exit in Prescott)

613-925-5941• 1-800-924-9410
www.riversideofprescott.com

SHOW US YOUR RIDE!!
Be it a flawlessly restored classic, a rusty wreck lost in the woods or
your daily ride to work, we want to see your summer wheels!

This Week’s Ride

Dan MacKay sent in some pictures of his summer ride. It is a 1959 Chrysler Imperial,
two door, automatic with a 383 big block replacing the original 413 engine.

With the season drawing near, the South Grenville Journal welcomes readers to send
in a photo of their summer ride. Send your ride photos to joe@evansprinting.ca.

613-657-4857
www.boneyard.ca

Cash for scrap Vehicles
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The Volunteer Checklist - Volunteering during COVID-19:
Make sure you are fit to volunteer:
• If you are feeling unwell, please refrain from volunteering and stay home until fully recovered.
• Have you recently returned from abroad? Follow instructions from public health as well as your local and provincial health authorities.
• Are you a senior citizen and/or suffer from underlying
illnesses? Avoid volunteering that involves personal interaction.
• Join on-line volunteering programs from home if possible.
In preparation for volunteering:
• Avoid traveling by public transportation to volunteering,
if possible.
• Come equipped with a personal bottle of hand sanitizer.
• Bring a personal supply of food and drink, if needed, to
avoid sharing dishes / food with others.
• Make sure you have fully completed any training for
your current volunteer position required by the organization.

THANK
YOU

To volunteers who make a
difference in our community

NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK April 19-25, 2020
It’s time to applaud our local volunteers

During volunteering:
• The organization may do some health screening when
you arrive.
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least
20 seconds, especially after using the washroom and when
preparing food.
• Use alcohol-based hand sanitizer if soap and water are
not available.
• Be sure to keep a distance of at least 2 meters (6.6 feet)
between yourself and others.
• Cough or sneeze into a tissue or the bend of your arm,
not your hand. Dispose of any tissues you have used as soon
as possible in a lined waste basket and wash your hands
afterwards.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth with unwashed hands.
• Follow recommendations from your public health authority regarding restrictions on gatherings. Avoid shaking
hands or any other physical contact.

• Try to avoid using public bathrooms during volunteering.
• If you come across a client who is not feeling well, inform your supervisor.
• Avoid direct physical contact with client(s) as much as
possible. You should leave packages / food or any other provisions at doorsteps.
• If at any point while volunteering, you feel uncomfortable, contact the program coordinator and make arrangements to leave.
After volunteering:
• Inform the volunteer coordinator when departing your
volunteer session: let them know how everything went, and
if anything worth noting transpired.
• If you feel distressed or need to talk, please contact your
volunteer coordinator.
• Take care to rest and refresh. Take on only the tasks that
you believe you can handle.
• If you are not feeling well after a few days of volunteering
please follow your local public health protocols.

We wish to send a heartfelt

Thanks to all the
Volunteers in our community!

(613) 925-2812
www.prescott.ca
360 Dibble Street West, Prescott

To all of our volunteers.
18 Centre
St., Spencerville

Tel. 613-658-3055
www.twpec.ca
(613)658-3055
www.twpec.ca 18
Centre St. Spencerville

JAMES PURCELL
Insurance Broker

JAMES
PURCELL
• Home
• Auto
•

LTD.

Centre St., Spencerville,
Insurance 13Broker
LTD.
613-658-3123
Commercial • Farm
info@purcellinsurance.ca
13 CentreEmail:
St., Spencerville,

613-658-3123
• Group
Benefits

613-658-3123

Email: info@purcellinsurance.ca

13 Centre St., Spencerville, ON

www.purcellinsurance.ca

613-925-2444

136 HENRY STREET WEST Prescott, ON

we
appreciate
each and
every one
of our
volunteers!

RETIREMENT RESIDENCE

Sending a big virtual Hug
and a huge Thank You
to all Volunteers and Staff
248 Park St W, Prescott
info@themayfield.ca
613-925-3784

www.foodforallfoodbank.ca

www.autoproservice.com

Garry Tracey
Proudly located in
Johnstown ontario

Owner

G.T. Automotive

Enjoy Canada day!
Enjoy Canada day!

3018 John St,
Cardinal, ON K0E 1E0
Phone: (613) 657-3116
Fax:(613) 657-1862

137EMPLOYMENT
CommerCe Drive
www.prysmiangroup.Com
OPPORTUNITY

PrOfessiONalCORPORATION
COrPOratiON
PROFESSIONAL
PrOfessiONal
COrPOratiON
CHARTERED
CharteredPROFESSIONAL
PrOfessiONal ACCOUNTANT
aCCOuNtaNt

• Excavating • Grading
• Landscaping

Prescott, ON

RobeRt S. WalkeR, CPa, Ca

(613) 925-3535
(613)
925-3535
Fax: (613)
925-3020
Email: info@wapc.ca

Dr. James A. Holmes
Optometrist
Licensed Operator - 1652692 Ontario Inc. o/a

Tim MacKaY,

Managing Director

416 Dibble St. W. Prescott

Ph. 613-925-3404
Fax 613-925-5028

MACKAY FUNERAL HOME
PRESCOTT CHAPEL

“Where Family Comes First”
www.mackayfuneralhome.com

Your
Neighbourhood
Renovation
Your
Neighbourhood
Renovation
Centre Centre

Chartered
(613)
258-3282
2-4
IndustrialPrOfessiONal
Rd.
235aCCOuNtaNt
Water
Street West
(613)
258-3282
Suite
304
P.O.
Box 2149
2-4
IndustrialON
Rd.
Kemptville,
(F)(613)
258-4391
Kemptville,ON
(613)
258-3282
Prescott, ON K0E 1T0
Kemptville,
ON
(F)(613)
Prescott, ON
(613)258-4391
925-3535
Kemptville,
ON
(613)
258-3282

(613) 925-5186
270
St., Prescott
Prescott
270 Edward
Edward St.,

Your Neighbourhood Renovation Centre

IS CURRENTLY
SEEKING A
ACEACEACE
s r

s r

r

r

s r

YARDPERSON/TRUCKDRIVER
2700
St. N.,
• 613-925-5665
2700Edward
Edward
St.Prescott
N., Prescott
• 613-925-5665

TM

r

2700
EdwardisSt.
N., Prescott
• 613-925-5665
This
position
available
Open Mon.
- Fri 7:30 - 5:30;
Sat. 8 - 4; immediately
Sunday Closed

Open Mon. - Fri 7:30 - 5:30; Sat. 8 - 4; Sunday Closed

TM

TM

Open Mon. - Fri 7:30 - 5:30; Sat. 8 - 4; Sunday Closed

This self motivated individual should possess the
following qualifications:

-Knowledge of building materials
-A valid drivers licence with a clean
driving record
-Customer satisfaction oriented
-Work well with others

613-925-3428

A DZ licence and a Forklift certificate
would
be an St.
assetSuite
but not 304,
mandatory.
197
Water
Prescott
Salary based on experience.
Please forward resume to:
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Those who follow my
ramblings in the paper
may recall that there
have been a couple of
times when my car has
become stuck in mud,
buried in snow, or driving itself across a farmer’s field after I pushed it
out of a slushy, slippery
spot by myself, but without making it back into
the car before it went on
its Harry Potter-esque
journey.
I live on the river and
in spring with runoff,
our yard is mushy. That’s
my excuse.
I also live alone,
which is fine most of the
time, except when you
need someone else’s
opinion besides your
own about something
- and that something is
often healthcare related.
Given what is going
on, this is not a time to
get sick. Healthcare is
otherwise busy right
now.
Well, I got sick. Real-

When 911 needs 911
You’ve
got to be
kidding
William Lower

ly sick. A sick I was not
familiar with, which included some breathing
challenges, and I called
911 (which in hindsight
I should not have done).
I was unaware that you
are to try and call one of
the healthcare provider
numbers before 911.
Duly noted.
The ambulance did
not take long to get to
me. However, they did
have a problem. They
got stuck in the mud in
my yard. This meant a
second ambulance. So
now there was a team
of four paramedics, one
patient and one operational ambulance and
one ambulance mired
in muck. 911 needed a
little 911.
They wired me for

sound with little sensors
stuck to various touch
points on my body to
get a read of my vitals. In
a matter of seconds they
confirm I am still alive.
I throw up to confirm I
am still sick. The paramedic said, “I don’t like
the look of your vomit.
I think you should get
checked out.”
I find the whole biological thing of being
human messy. Underneath a thin layer of easily torn skin, we are just
a combobulated collection of gooey parts and
assorted fluids all working in harmony except
sometimes - like now.
To get to the hospital,
we needed the second
ambulance, and to get
to that ambulance, we
had to walk. I didn’t
want to walk, I wanted
to crawl.
At the ambulance, I
was placed on a gurney,
slid into the back and
off we went. I did not

see the commercial tow
truck retrieve the impotent ambulance, left just
sitting there in the mud
being of no use to anyone. But I did see the tire
tracks the tow truck left
all across our property.
When you arrive at
the hospital by ambulance, you are tended
to right away, but in this
case it would not have
made much difference,
because the emergency
waiting room was empty. That is what happened in Toronto during SARS. People did not
want to go to the hospital because hospitals are
where sick people go.
Seeing the inside of
the hospital where our
healthcare professionals are treating patients,
some of whom could be
carrying the virus, all
while trying to adhere
to new safety protocols
is something to behold.
I look at them and I remember we lost a doc-

tor and a nurse to SARS
and I am humbled by
these professionals who
put their life on the front
line and miraculously
still manage to have a
smile or two on their
faces.
They took blood, got an
EKG read and hooked me
up to a saline solution to
hydrate me.
When the doctor came
back some time later it
was to inform me I had a
virus but not that virus.
“You’ll feel sick for a
couple of days.”
“That’s it? Two days? I
cause all this trouble and
expense to our healthcare system and I am only
going to be sick for two
days?” Now I didn’t just
feel sick. I also felt embarrassed.
But sick I was.
After posting about the
ambulance up to its axle
on a community Facebook
page, I had several offers to bring me anything
I needed from the gro-

cery or drug store. These
are people I know only
through Facebook. These
are people who make me
thankful for a thing called
community, here in Edwardsburgh Cardinal. So,
thanks to Karie and others
like Gina who offered, I
was delivered essential
grocery items.
As amusing as it is
to have an ambulance
stuck in mud, I am
conscious of having
used precious healthcare
resources
that
night. These are limited resources. And our
healthcare workers are
our last line of defense.
If we lose them, it is
game over.
Our healthcare workers need our support
right now.
And our
support means following the health officials’
guidelines. To be candid, I have not always
been one to follow instructions. But I am
now.

The Light Will
Shine Again
A poem by Edie Batstone
We are all feeling helpless right now in varying
degrees, and that condition leaves us fear-filled.
Though illness may attack us physically, the mental toll that it takes can infect us and be equally
devastating; robbing us of true quality of life. We
are too ready to give ourselves short shrift, not
realizing and recognizing the incredible strengths
and gifts that lie within each of us. They are ours
to direct in healing ways, and when shared selflessly and generously, our simple positive actions
and sacrifices combined can grow into a powerful
force indeed! When the waves of anxiety buffet
our little boats, then let’s take courage as we head
into the wind, with our prayers manning the oars,
hope as our sail, and the love of family of friends
as our companions, helping to pull us onwards
towards the light that will surely shine again.
The Light Will Shine Again
The clouds will part
And the sun will shine,
We’ll lift our voices
In song sublime,
A healing breeze
Will dry our tears,
A loving God
Will calm our fears,
And we’ll come out stronger
On the other side;

Signs of the season: this cheerful Easter tree is intended to bring a smile to residents and those driving by. It is located in
Spencerville, near the entrance to the fairgrounds. 					
JOURNAL PHOTO/BURCHELL

If you can imagine it, we can print it!

Production Manager: David Flinn
Fax: 613-925-3472
Email: dave@evansprinting.ca

Design, Print
and Deliver

business cards
letterhead
envelopes
invoices
statements
forms
flyers
annual reports
kit folders
calendars
posters

note pads
tickets
programs
invitations
banners
booklets
labels
advertising
signs
magnets
bookmarks

door hangers
gift certificates
rack cards
postcards
newsletters
brochures
pull up banners
greeting cards
t-shirts
pens
window graphics

Call for a quote: 613.925.4265 ext. 117
165 King St. E. Prescott Ontario,
Monday - Thursday 9am to 4pm Friday 9am to 1pm

We’ll gift each other
With grateful smiles
For the parts we played
To ease the trials
Of friends and neighbours,
Those in need,
Each sacrifice
A precious seed;
And we’ll come out kinder
On the other side;
We will dance once more,
Hold each other tight,
And we’ll walk once more
Our steps in light,
The earth will sigh
And begin to heal
As we give our thanks
With grateful zeal;
And we’ll come out wiser
On the other side.
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Fast food businesses find coping strategies
By Veronica Burchell
PRESCOTT - Prescott’s smaller fast-food
retailers are coming up
with new ways to stay
in business amid current closures and cutbacks.
Mr. Mozzarella, Tim’s
Fish and Chips and
Kal’s Chip Truck are
all open for business
and serving the public
within the new rules.
All are adjusting well
to closed-door policies
and curbside service.
Tim Nixon will mark
26 years in his fish-andchip shop at 286 King
Street West on April 17.
The store itself opened
in 1984. Previously,
there were times when
he couldn’t cram even
one more customer in

his storefront, but now
he is limiting to only
two clients in the doors
at a time.
“We haven’t changed
our hours, and we
aren’t seeing much of a
downturn in our sales,”
says Katelyn Vout, an
employee of Tim Nixon’s. “We are seeing a
lot more phoned-in orders.”
In a bid to show his
fish fans how much he
appreciates their continued business during
these hard times, Nixon
has introduced “Retro
Tuesdays”, when prices
will look more like they
did when he opened.
Down the street at
Mr. Mozzarella, the
boss is stranded in Sri
Lanka following a longplanned trip. Employee

Steven Williams said
the staff got together
and voted unanimously
to stay open and work
in rotating shifts to
keep the business open.
“We are operating
by meeting people outside in their cars for the
most part; lots more
folks than before are
opting to call ahead,”
says Williams. “We can
bring our debit machine outside to you or
we are still accepting
cash; we have sanitizer
right next to the register and we use it on the
counter, the debit machine and the money
each every time someone leaves. And we are
limiting the number of
people inside at one
time.”
Williams mentioned

that Mr. Mozzarella
serves the area schools
on pizza days, when
classes are in session.
The schools usually pay
ahead for the term but
right now they have told
him to go ahead and
cook the pre-ordered
pizzas and give them to
different charities.
“St. Lawrence Academy is one school who’s
doing this and they
have sent their pizzas
to the staff and patients
of Brockville General
Hospital, so we delivered them there.”
In the north end of
town in his usual spot
between Giant Tiger
and Wellington House,
Kal Sobhic opened his
chip truck for his 2020
season earlier than
usual. He usually makes

that decision based on
the weather, but this
year people were calling him at home asking
him to open.
“I’m using every precaution I can,” says Kal.
“I am asking people to
call ahead, but if they
don’t then I bring them
up one at a time and
take the order, then ask
them to stay in their car

until it’s ready.”
“And everyone has
been really good about
it,” he says. “I’ve only
had one or two people
upset but mostly they
are all thinking about
everyone else. This
whole pandemic has
brought out the best
and the worst in people
and my customers are
showing the best.”

WASTe ColleCTion
Town of Prescott Compost Site
Located north of Ed Yandeau
Operations Centre (950 Sophia Street)

Hours of Operation: 10:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday - beginning April 14, 2020
Saturday - beginning April 25, 2020
Subject to change. Subject to restrictions as defined
by the Province of Ontario.
Residential compost waste only. Accepted items include:
• Grass Clippings
• Sods
• Plant Remains
• Wood Chipping
• Branches and Brush
• Leaves
• Organic material (no meat or bones)
Please note, no plastic is permitted to be left behind at the
compost site. Any items contained in plastic must be emptied
by the resident, and the plastic disposed of off-site. Leaves
bagged in plastic and plastic pots are to be emptied by the user,
and then placed back in vehicle before leaving.
Strict social distancing rules will be in place to reduce the
spread of COVID-19. Staff will not help unload compost,
and the number of vehicles entering the site at a time will be
limited. Please have patience if experiencing delays.

Town of Prescott Curbside
Yard Waste Collection

A new season arrives: Kal Sobhic of Kal’s Chip’s on north Edward Street has opened for his 2020 season with some new
rules in place. Customers called, asking him to open early this year.
JOURNAL PHOTO/BURCHELL

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Letter from Michael Barrett
Dear Editor:
These past few weeks
have confirmed the
world is now a different
place. The Coronavirus
(COVID19)
pandemic
has changed the day-today routine for residents
in our community and
for all Canadians.
I would like to take
this
opportunity
to
thank the extraordinary
doctors, nurses and all
health care providers in
our community, as well
as emergency services
personnel who are doing
exceptional work to keep
us all healthy and safe.
I would also like to
recognize the work of
our grocery store clerks,
pharmacy and drug
store staff, truck drivers,
restaurant staff, farmers,
and other essential services that are doing extremely important work

in these times of uncertainty.
We all have to do our
part and follow the advice of our local public
health department, including strict physical
distancing
measures.
Canada’s Official Opposition has been committed to the Team Canada
approach and working in
good faith with the Government. We support
measures that will help
Canadians during these
difficult times.
We believe the Government can do more.
Some of our recommendations
include
immediately refunding
GST remittances to businesses for at least the last
six months and expediting the wage subsidy
process. This would allow money to flow more
quickly – allowing busi-

nesses to remain viable.
We have also called on
the Government to take
specific steps with the
procurement of personal
protective
equipment
for our frontline workers. In addition to this,
we have recommended
a temporary increase to
the charitable giving tax
credit for 2020.
We know how important charitable giving is
to Canada. In times of
need, people who are
struggling often turn
to community or faith
groups for assistance. If
community
members
have means to contribute to a charity during
these challenging times,
I encourage them to
support organizations
like the United Way, one
of the local food banks,
Leeds Grenville Interval
House, or a faith-based

organization that is supporting the community.
These steps, as well
as increased support for
families, seniors, and
students, are vital to ensure the health of our
community.
Residents can visit
canada.ca/coronavirus
for up-to-date information on the Government’s
response to COVID-19.
With questions or concerns on this information, please contact my
office at 1-866- 498-3096
or Michael.Barrett@parl.
gc.ca
Take care of your
health, take care of our
community, and let’s all
take care of each other.
Sincerely,
Michael Barrett,
M.P. Leeds-GrenvilleThousand Islands
and Rideau Lakes

Occurs on the last Wednesday of the month, April-November
(weather dependent; subject to impact by COVID-19). High
volumes can spread curbside collection over several days.
For two years, the use of paper bags for curbside collection
has been encouraged. Effective 2020, yard waste must be
placed to the curbside in paper bags.
Unfortunately plastic bags will no longer be accepted for
curbside pickup at this time.
This will greatly reduce the amount of plastic entering the
compost site, and the hours of staff time cutting and emptying
the bags.
The first scheduled date for curbside pickup is Wednesday,
April 29, 2020. If you have already packaged yard waste in
plastic bags this year, please bring and empty these bags at the
compost site, transfer to paper bags for curbside collection, or
store on your property until able to bring to the compost site at
a later date.
Collection in paper bags ONLY will be strictly enforced
during curbside collection dates in April and May to reduce the
risk of spread of COVID-19 to collection workers. The World
Health Organization suggests the virus has been found to
survive much longer on plastic surfaces than on paper surfaces.
We appreciate your understanding and thank you in advance
for your cooperation.

Town of Prescott Curbside
Brush & Branch Chipping
For curbside brush and branch chipping, residents are asked
to register their address with the Operations Department the
Friday prior to the last week of the month.
The deadline to register for curbside branch or brush chipping
this month is Friday, April 24, 2020.
If you have registered for curbside chipping, please note
that this occurs separately from regular yard waste collection.
Branches to be chipped and leaves in paper bags will be
collected on separate schedules, and by different vehicles.
Branch and brush pieces must be less than 6 inches or 15
centimetres in diameter, and less than 6 feet or 1.8 metres in
length. Please place at curb with cut ends facing street.
operations@prescott.ca
613-925-2812 ext. 6219 www.prescott.ca/waste
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Along for the ride
Last time you and I got
together, we toured the
countryside which this
paper serves. I heard you
enjoyed it, so this time I
thought it would be fun
to bring you along on a
typical day for me as I do
some interviews in Prescott.
I know everyone is
saturated with COVIDspeak, but this situation
just offers so much food
for thought - yes, that’s
definitely a pun - today
we are doing a tour of fastfood restaurants. Grab
your Prevacid and climb
into my office on wheels.
(I cleaned the truck out
just for you - no more Diet
Coke cans rattling around
at your feet and no more
coffee cups falling out
when you open the door.
So proud of myself.)
Right now, local restaurants of all sizes are
relying on takeout orders
to stay in business. That’s
got to be difficult, but
they’re doing everything
they can to work within
the new boundaries to
keep customers safe and
happy.
And they were doing it
successfully - until I rolled
into their parking lot.
Anyone in my family
will tell you I am that one
oddball in the group who
has to read the menu no
matter how many times

THE

PASSENGER SEAT
Veronica Burchell

I’ve eaten in your establishment. So trying to
order from the roadside
undoes my logical, listloving mind. Also, because I’m short and wear
tri-focal lenses (great
hearing, lousy eyeballs),
I’m having trouble with
menus taped to windows
at Joe Martelle’s height.
Picture this scene:
we pull into Kal’s on Edward Street for a burger
and chips. When I picked
you up it was only a light
drizzle. But as soon as I
step out of the truck, the
sky splits open and now
it’s pouring buckets. No
one ever said this job was
easy, so I forge ahead.
First I trip over the
wooden platform under
the order window. I climb
back up and press my
nose to the glass to read
the menu. Kal kindly
asks me to step back so I
mumble out a generic order for two large fries and
I do step back, proudly
obeying the new rules.
And immediately reel
backwards off the platform into nothingness.
At any point here feel

free to step out of the
vehicle and help me out.
And stop laughing like
that.
Mustering my professional aplomb, I push
aside the bangs that are
now plastered to my
forehead and pull out
my notebook and pen. I
casually introduce myself and enquire how
business has been. Once
I have the info (and the
bag of greasy goodness),
I turn to go and he gently
tells me to watch my step.
Back in the truck with
my damp notebook on
the heater and mud drying on my runners, we are
on to our next stop - Mr.
Mozzarella for a pizza. I
think if we are going to
bother these people for
interviews it’s only fair to
sample their wares.
But if you don’t stop
laughing I won’t share the
fries.
P.S. I know the recent
health crisis is no laughing matter, but I can’t help
thinking a little levity can’t
go amiss. Please understand I mean no harm by
asking you along for the
ride. When you’re laughing, the demons of anxiety and fear cannot gain
much of a foothold. Hang
in there folks, and offer
whatever it is you have
to share right now, be it
food, love or laughter.
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Off the tracks!
A train derailment in Cardinal disrupted traffic on Monday afternoon. Workers on site attributed seasonal ground conditions beneath the track as the cause of the issue. Traffic
resumed to normal later in the day.
JOURNAL PHOTOS/MARTELLE

EXTEND YOUR REACH - ADVERTISE PROVINCIALLY OR ACROSS THE COUNTRY!

visit us
online
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BUSINESS OPPS.

MORTGAGES

ATTN: ONTARIO INVENTORS!!

DECLINED BY YOUR BANK?
WE CAN HELP!

c.thompson@evansprinting.ca

¢ per10word

30

Deadline for classiﬁed ads
Monday at 10 am
minimum
$

00

613-925-4265
All Classified Advertising
Payable In Advance

Classifieds will be accepted by telephone
or email, but must be paid by 4pm
Monday for publication on Wednesday.

Need Inventing Help?
Call Davison!!
Ideas Wanted!
CALL DAVISON TODAY:
1-800-256-0429
OR VISIT US AT:
Inventing.Davison.com/Ontario

1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
Debt Consolidation
Renovations, Tax Arrears
Mortgage Arrears, Debt problems
CONSOLIDATE YOUR DEBT NOW!!!
CUT MONTHLY PAYMENTS
UP TO 75%

FREE Inventor’s Guide!!

No Income, Bad Credit
Bankruptcy, Proposal
Power of Sale Stopped!!!

ADVERTISING

FREE APPRAISALS
CALL US FIRST FOR
A FREE CONSULTATION
1-800-282-1169

Long Range Forecast

www.mortgageontario.com
(Licence #10969)

REACH MILLIONS OF CUSTOMERS IN
ONTARIO WITH ONE EASY CALL!

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Low 1
High 7

Low -2
High 6

Low 2
High 8

Low 6
High 12

Low 2
High 12

Your Classified Ad or Display Ad would appear
in weekly newspapers each week across
Ontario in urban, suburban and rural areas.
For more information Call Today
647-350-2558.

WANTED
FIREARMS WANTED FOR APRIL 18th,
2020 LIVE & ONLINE AUCTION: Rifles,
Shotguns, Handguns, Militaria. Auction or Purchase: Collections, Estates, Individual Items.
Contact Paul, Switzer’s Auction: Toll-Free
1-800-694-2609, sales@switzersauction.com
or www.switzersauction.com.
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www.kemptvillelivemusicfestival.com

Shared experience

Today’s my birthday.
In Stratford...uponAvon, one Easter Sunday
morning, at 11:00 a.m. I
was born.
My mother said... she
listened to the bells from
Shakespeare’s
church
sounding over the river
for Easter Sunday service.   
“Church bells for
matins,” she says.   
My parents were ac-

Behind

The CurTain
Richard
Willis

tors. They travelled there
for my birth. My Christening present wasn’t a
bible, but... The Complete Works of William

Shakespeare. My first
walk was outside the
Shakespeare Memorial
Theatre, where -apparently - I was held aloft
dedicated.
My mother says I
was a noisy baby with
a deeper cry than the
others…but - she says
-put me backstage in a
theatre... and I became
happy, quiet, content.
Not much has changed.

I always knew what I was
going to be.
Yesterday I was listening in on a call with artistic directors in Washington DC. It was reassuring
to hear the same concerns over theatre artists, financial health…
the future. The resounding message was this:
how can we in theatre
support our local communities? I will be lis-

tening and working that
out in the weeks ahead.
Until then, we look forward to the day we can
gather once again with
our own community
and participate in that
unique shared experience… which is theatre.
Richard
Sheridan-Willis
Artistic Director
St. Lawrence
Shakespeare Festival

Prescott entertainer earns fans worldwide
By Conan de Vries
Someone listening to
Outlaw Radio Live could
be forgiven for thinking
the nightly online show
is broadcast from some
fancy studio in New York
City or some storied corner somewhere under
the Hollywood sign, and
not from a small town in
rural Ontario.
Likewise, most people
who make the acquaintance of Prescott’s Brandon Brown would have
no idea that the amiable young man is also,
in fact, DJ Immortal, the
enthusiastic host of Outlaw Radio Live and more
and more a favourite of
fans of old school hip
hop.
Outlaw Radio Live is
best described as two

hours a night of loving
tribute to the artists who
pioneered the hip hop
genre in the late 1980s,
those who built upon
those foundations in
the 1990s and the artists
who continued to hold
the music to the same
standard into the early
2000s.
That’s when hip hop
had a story to tell and a
point to make, often a
thoughtful and even inspiring point, one often
overlooked by those who
failed to see past the
trappings of the gangster
lifestyle that went along
with the message. The
difficult content of old
school hip hop, though,
was a means to an end, a
noble end in many cases,
and was not the flagrant
vulgarity typical of a lot
of contemporary hip
hop according to DJ Immortal.
“I don’t like that,” says
Brown. “I like the music
with a story and a meaning.”
Every evening, DJ Immortal puts on a show
intended to not only
celebrate but preserve
that classic, old school
hip hop culture and

the artists who masterminded its soundtrack.
Every show includes
not only a lengthy playlist of the music Brown
has cherished since first
hearing the legendary
Tupac Shakur, but almost more importantly,
interviews with the artists themselves.
It is the interviews,
more than anything,
that have turned Brown’s
hobby – initially an amateurish podcast heard
by a handful of people
– into a smartly-produced show that regularly draws up to 15,000
listeners from around
the world and which has
gained for its host an
enviable reputation in
the hip hop community.
Soon after Brown had
launched his podcast,
figuring he needed as
much exposure as he
could get, he created a
social media profile for
his new show and began
following a few of the
better artists, among
them the well-known
rapper Deuce Deuce.
Little did DJ Immortal
know that Deuce Deuce
had taken notice of his
new follower, and looking back on it, Brown

LAuzon TenT renTALs

still marvels at receiving
the rapper’s remarkable
message.
“When he hit me up,
I thought it had to be a
joke,” says Brown.
Deuce Deuce was the
first big-name guest to
appear on Outlaw Radio
Live, and the novice host
was thrilled to get him,
but Brown had never
before conducted an
interview with anyone,
let alone someone he
so much admired, and
found it difficult at first
to figure out what ques-

tions to ask and how to
ask them. “I started Googling how to do an interview,” he remembers.
He needn’t have worried, as DJ Immortal
found he had a knack for
asking just the right questions in just the right way
to produce a thoroughly
fun and informative interview, and the friendly chat
that he had with Deuce
Deuce that evening offered the first glimpse of
the great things to come.

HIP HOP continues on page 15
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Live performances
South Grenville
Bluegrass Festival
New Date - August 6-9, 2020
-Larry Efaw and
the Bluegrass
Mountaineers
-Edgar Loudermilk
Band
-Eddie Leblanc and
Friends
-Acoustical Strings
-Concession 23
-Bill White and
White Pine

Kemptville Live
July 23-26, 2020
-Randy Bachman and
Burton Cummings
-Steve Miller Band
-Glass Tiger -David
Clayton Thomas
-Lighthouse -Honeymoon Suite
-Andy Kim -More..

Tents • Chairs • Tables • Tablecloths
• Dance Floors • Tent Flooring • BBQs

Guy Lauzon

613-657-4857

www.lauzontentrentals.ca

www.boneyard.ca

613-330-6060

Cardinal, Ontario

Proudly Servi ng
PreScott an d area

Dining Room CLoseD
OWNERSHIP

Delivery only

186 King St. W. Prescott

613-925-0174
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“It just blew up” says
Brown.
There would be more
interviews, more thoughtful questions and answers,
conversations really, between a considerate host
and artists who appreciated the opportunity to
talk to someone genuinely
interested in what they do
and what they have to say.
Whether Brown is interviewing an established rapper, a big star or an underground artist, the goal is
always the same – to call
attention to those performers upholding the legacy of
the golden age of hip hop.
“I want to build up artists that stood for something,” says Brown.
Providing a forum for
developing artists and giving them an opportunity to
find their audience is a big
part of Outlaw Radio Live,
and though Brown doesn’t
make much money at his
radio gig, playing even a
small role in the discovery
of a new artist, a new caretaker of the legacy of old
school hip hop, is all the
motivation he needs.
“That’s enough payment for me,” he says.
It’s not automatic, however, that anyone who
sends Brown a song will get
on the show. The artist must
have at least some body of
work, some demonstration
of commitment to the craft
and, of course, some talent.
It’s also important to DJ
Immortal that the music he
plays on his show, whether
by an underground artist
or not, reflects the style and
sensibility of the old school
sound that he favours. It
doesn’t matter where the
new artists come from
either, and the show has
featured underground acts

from all over the world, but
Brown wouldn’t mind making some discoveries right
in his own backyard and
welcomes
submissions
from anyone in this region
who thinks his or her music
fits the bill.
Outlaw Radio Live
doesn’t actually have all
that many local listeners.
DJ Immortal is probably
better known in Los Angeles than he is in Prescott.
The show is carried live
through Spreaker on 26 different platforms, including
iHeart Radio and Spotify,
and past shows are available on demand through
the Outlaw Radio Live
website. Most of the show’s
listeners are in the United
States, with many of the
rest residing in Canada, but
it still tickles Brown when
he gets a comment from a
regular listener in Japan or
Germany.
When Brown first started his podcast, he was
thrilled to see that about
50 people listened to it one
night; since then, he has
had some shows, usually
those featuring interviews
with big names, that have
drawn peak audiences in
excess of 50,000 listeners.
One of those big names
was Curtis Young, an accomplished artist in his
own right and son of the
legendary Dr. Dre. Never
did Brown think, when he
launched that first podcast a year ago, that he’d
have someone of that stature on the show, but next
month alone, in the leadup to his one-year anniversary, DJ Immortal has
interviews scheduled with
eight Grammy-winning,
multi-platinum
artists,
four of whom will appear
on a special three-hour
show Brown has planned

to mark the milestone.
The show features between 20 and 25 interviews
each month, and while
Brown makes contact with
many of his subjects over
social media, sometimes
he simply calls them up.
Seldom, of course, does the
artist actually pick up the
phone. Brown either leaves
a voice mail or winds up
talking to a publicist, but
DJ Immortal is finding that
his reputation is beginning
to precede him, even in
Toronto, New York or Los
Angeles, where he is often
surprised to learn people
are aware of his show.
Even among important
players in the business, it
has become known that
an interview with DJ Immortal won’t be a hollow
exercise in celebrity muckraking – tabloids would
find slim pickings in any
of Brown’s interviews – but
rather a sincere discussion
of things that are important to the artist. Of course
that doesn’t mean Brown
always lands the interview
or gets a warm reception.
“I’ve been shot down
quite a few times, but I’ve
also got quite a few stars,”
he says.
Outlaw Radio Live has
featured
appearances
by Gonzoe, a member of
Kausion, which was once
signed to Ice Cube’s label,
and Bo Roc, a disciple of the
legendary West Coast rapper Warren G., not to mention talented underground
artists such as Louisville’s
Doughphresh Da Don.
Everyone who agrees to
appear on the show has DJ
Immortal’s utmost respect
and gratitude, but perhaps
the biggest star Brown has
interviewed was also the
one that meant the most to
him.

Brown’s childhood was
a little rough, to say the
least, shuffled as he was
between foster and group
homes and bullied regularly throughout his school
days. There was even a time
or two when he thought he
might have had enough of
what life had dished out so
far.
“Hip hop was a real
voice for me. It helped me
get through the day,” he
says.
And no voice was more
important to Brown in
those days than that of
rap legend Tupac Shakur.
Though Brown’s hero was
murdered in 1996, DJ Immortal had the chance to
interview Shakur’s brother,
Mopreme, a highly-regarded artist himself, and
as in all of his interviews,
respect guided Brown’s approach to this very special
guest.
“He was probably expecting yet another interview all about his brother,”
says Brown.
What Shakur got instead
was something likely quite
unexpected. Before the
interview began, DJ Immortal assured Shakur he
had no desire to open old
wounds or insult him by
asking endless questions
about his legendary sibling, but was rather more
interested in Mopreme
himself, in his career and in
his message.
Mopreme was impressed by the gesture and
appreciated the show of respect, but he also said that
he had come to accept the
fact that he was a spokesman for his brother and a
caretaker of Tupac’s prodigious legacy, and so he graciously insisted that they
talk at least a little about his
brother.

Prescott’s Brandon Brown, known to fans as DJ Immortal,
is the host of a nightly online radio program called Outlaw
Radio Live, which features only the finest of old school hip
hop and interviews with the artists themselves.
Submitted photo

“That was an emotional
and very surreal experience,” says Brown.
Respect is a big part of
what drives Outlaw Radio
Live, and it’s the foundation
of DJ Immortal’s approach
to the show. He holds the
artists and producers he
speaks to in genuinely high
regard as not only talented
artists but also as keepers
of a valuable cultural legacy, and Brown is humbled
by the privilege of talking to
them.
“I’m not giving these individuals my time; they’re
giving me theirs,” he says.
It’s that kind of humility
and authenticity that has
endeared DJ Immortal to
the people who have appeared on his show, and
it’s what makes the experi-

ence rewarding not just
for Brown but for those he
interviews, some of whom
are so grateful to have had
a conversation with someone who really gets the
point of what they’re trying to do that they feel the
need to tell him.
“What really fuels me
are the artists who contact me afterwards,” says
Brown.
Outlaw Radio Live airs
nightly and is sponsored
by Royally Represented
Promotional Agency. A
full schedule of upcoming
shows and an archive of
past shows can be found
at outlawradiolive.ca, and
anybody interested in what
DJ Immortal is up to can
also find the show on Facebook and Instagram.

3506 Coons Road, Brockville
613-345-6977 1-855-MYTILES
www.tiletechflooring.com

SALES & SERVICE HOURS: MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:30 • SAT 9:00-3:00

Covid-19 message from
Ministry of Natural Resources
ONTARIO - Attention anglers and hunters: We would like to
take this opportunity
to reach out and let
you know that Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
Conservation Officers
continue to patrol and
protect our natural
resources during the
COVID-19 outbreak.
We remind everyone that by respecting
seasons, sanctuaries,
bag and possession

limits we all help ensure our natural resources stay healthy.
All hunting regulations remain in effect
and unchanged.
Please only trust official messaging from
our ministry social
media channels, or
by visiting ontario.ca/
hunting. If you have
any additional questions, please feel free
to ask them here or
follow our Fish and
Wildlife program at

facebook.com/FishWildlifeON.
To report a natural
resource
violation,
call the ministry’s
24/7 TIPS line at
1-877-847-7667 tollfree. You can also call
Crime Stoppers anonymously at 1-800222-TIPS. Please visit
ontario.ca/MNRFtips
for more information.
The health and
well-being of the
people of Ontario
is our top priority.

In response to the
COVID-19 outbreak,
Ontario has been diligently
monitoring
the developing situation and taking decisive action to contain the spread of this
new virus to ensure
the health and safety
of all Ontarians. We
recommend visiting
Ontario.ca/coronavirus and Canada.ca/
coronavirus to stay
up-to-date with the
latest information.
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Stop the Spread
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COVID-19 can be deadly.
Stay home. Save lives.

Visit ontario.ca/coronavirus
Paid for by the Government of Ontario

